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New additions to,
Ulster’s Velvet, Natural Choice and HΛBITÜS collections
Ulster Carpets have added a significant number of new colourways to their Natural Choice, Ulster Velvet
and HΛBITÜS collections.
The latest launch is of six new colourways for Ulster’s Danish-inspired loop range, HΛBITÜS. Continuing
the theme of creating a quiet, understated aesthetic found in Danish design, four new colourways have
been added to Croft and two to Strönd.
Manufactured in Denmark by danfloor - an Ulster Group Company specialising in the manufacture of loop
products - the collection sits alongside Ulster’s popular ØPEN SPΛCES range, sharing the same
naturalistic composition of 100% wool and the durable yet tactile look it creates.
The Natural Choice range is another eco-friendly collection that uses 100% natural, undyed wool to
minimise the impact on the environment and Ulster have recently added six new designs.
Made by blending high quality wool from different sheep breeds to create a broad colour bank of entirely
natural colours, the new designs are Rattan, Raku, Mandara, Batik, Tibet and Jura. The nature-inspired
theme of these woven axminster carpets is evident in the six individualistic designs and their textured
finishes are complemented by a selection of plains from the Natural Choice collection.
The Ulster Velvet collection now has eight new colourways that offer a new take on this classic.
The eight new colourways are Glacier, Larch, Neptune, Phantom, Teal, Stove, Sugar Plum and Barnstone
and they all offer a blend of 80% wool, and 20% nylon that is woven tightly to create the ultimate in floor
covering. As the name suggests, the smooth look, feel and velvety texture of this wilton carpet oozes
opulence to deliver luxurious wool-rich flooring at its finest. This is why Ulster Velvet remains one of
Ulster’s most well-loved and established ranges.
Both Natural Choice and Ulster Velvet are suitable for extra heavy wear while HΛBITÜS is perfect for
heavy residential wear. For all three ranges, customers can also benefit from Ulster’s unique MultiWidths
service to buy the amount of carpet that they need. This reduces the cost of the carpet, the cost of fitting
and the amount of waste produced - therefore kinder to the environment as well as luxurious underfoot.
Natural Choice is available in 4.57m, 3.66m, 2.74m, 1.83m, 0.91m and Ulster Velvet and HΛBITÜS are
both available in 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m and 1m widths.
Ulster will follow up these launches later this year with new additions to the popular Watercolours and
Anatolia collections.

AXFELT- READY TO DELIVER!
Axfelt Triple Layered Underlay is in stock and ready to deliver right away
from Ulster Carpets.
This luxury underlay can be fitted beneath any carpet to provide an
excellent floor foundation. It also helps prevent the carpet pile from
flattening, increasing the life of the carpet and maintaining its appearance.
In addition, the triple layer construction provides excellent heat and sound
insulation as well as superior comfort.
Manufactured in Devon, Axfelt is made from 100% recycled materials,
including wool rich carpet and rubber tyres.
To place your order for Axfelt Triple Layered Underlay, email
ucm.orders@ulstercarpets.com.

100% recycled
The three layers include recycled wool, cloth,
woven carpet and tyres.
Performance
The three layer construction is
particularly good at crush recovery.
Insulation
Excellent thermal (2.2tog) and sound (32db)
insulation properties.
Performance
Axfelt is contract rated so provides long-term
support in carpet performance.

ULSTER INTRODUCE ONLINE RETAILER AREA
Ulster Carpets have launched a new online resource exclusively for retailers.
The company’s website now features a dedicated Retailer Area that provides direct access to a wide range of
essential information, including:
Stock availability, order history and order tracking
Delivery schedules
Downloadable images and videos
Up-to-date price lists
Installation, aftercare and best practice guides
Events, exhibitions and notable dates calendar
Useful links to leading industry bodies
Jeremy Wilson, Retail Sales Director at Ulster Carpets, explained, “We take great pride in our strong
relationships with customers and this excellent resource will complement the excellent service provided by our
Sales Executives.
“The online Retailer Area is a result of listening and reacting to the needs of retailers who have asked us for
quick and simple access to this important information and these useful resources. We’re delighted to be able
to deliver that.”
As well as information about their own account, this password protected online Retailer Area also offers a
range of useful resources. Retailers can download images and videos for use on signage, advertisements,
websites and social media channels. Other convenient additions include links to leading industry organisations
and details of trade exhibitions and other notable dates.
Jeremy added, “We relaunched our residential website last year and that has been successful in driving sales
to our retailers, so we are delighted to be able to build on that.”
For more details on the Retailer Only online area, speak to your Ulster Carpets rep.
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